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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
r..!lrpose 
The learning disabled adolesc~nt's educational 
program should include both academic and vocational 
training and preparation. As educators of the learning 
disabled, we are primarily concerned with students' 
proficiency in basic skills areas, reading, spelling, 
mathematics or remediating process deficits. J...ea rn:LI'.g 
disabled adolescents ,dlO are mov~ng rapidly toward adult­
.hood h'il~_ reqair-e, nlC):r'(-;': t:.han ot,her stU(lents, guicJ ance 
and prep!.l!~ation if t.hey are to achieve independene,~~ EU1{;. 
satisfactory careers. This research papel' explored ·the 
(:urrent status of vocational educ2.tion and progr.arJ. pltGl:rlil1:''; 
11 j,g11, .sChOftJ 
cbled t, 
:'. 
'", 
--------
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P.h)blem

High school special education programs for the
 
learning disableci studen"t must include vocat.ional fJrepara­
tion. ","Ve have had vocational education courses for years 
for 'normal' students, but there is little or no change 
1today at the secondary level. 1I Very little resear.ch has 
taken into consideration the learning disaLled secondary 
student. Hany school systems are not serving the needs 
of these students in terms of realistic career pursuits. 
This paper reviewed research to support the need 
for serious consideration into vocational preparation. 
'. . 
Secondly, this research explored consideration~ and 
objectives most cited as useful to program development in 
the public high school setting .. 
Definition of 'ferms
------ .•_-­
The secondary student includes the Gt-;1.ul·~,nt:. papulation 
in grades nine through twelve in a p:'tbJic high scbool 
settinl..?'.\ .•:'t 
rological impairment of some kind, c1t'Hl ;). '('(~ (~vr:;;pd.ge an.d. 
2
abc,.,/c ability.n 
. 12I1.)lC •_ 
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The secondary-level learning disabled pupil: 
• has at least average mental ability, his 
learning is not impeded by physical or sensory probleLlS, 
and his behavior is acceptable and manageable. Despite 
having made reasonable efforts and having rE:;:ceived 
ordinarily appropriate instruction and environmental 
support in the past, he cannot cope with academic _ 
demands at the secondary level, as a consequence of 
speci-fic cognitive disabilities. The determination 
of learning disabilities at the secondary level, must 
emphasize four diagnostic components: (1) identifica­
tion of significant academic deficit; (2) determina­
tion of average mental ability; (3) determination of 
process disorder; and (4) determination of neurological 
dysfunc-tion. 3 
This definition does not: 
include learning problems which are due primarily to 
visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, to mental 
retardation, emotional disturbance or to cnvironmen"tC11 
disadvantage. 4 
Estimated size of this population runs from 2 to 
20 percent of the school population. 
CAI\TI~l-t"'" !1("'Tl"\'~>J t" ,:>peC1a1R>...Jxpert·S J.n H anU.,:' ........... ( na :Lona11y 1..(nown Co..·
AV 
Education organiza-tiona) say that at leas.lc 15 percent 
of the hig}l school population can be called disabled 
or learning handica~ped.5 
tory training needed to obtain a satisfactory career. 
3Libby Goodman and Les t.e!" Hann, Lea rninr-~ Disabilities 
in the Sc:condary School: ~".::f2'::'l...~t..nd~rB£..f~5~~)~~.-Ore\11 yo:s.....1=., 
:Ne"\" York: Gr~ene and Stratto;:l., Inc., 1976), Pl:)~ 13-16. 
4Ibid . 
r.'
 J\'T-~~'nl""l'rn :iV.Th6::Jore-" -j-.:_) (:'..a.
i ~ '~ ..... I .. J-J ,,-., • r _:....... 'v ... ~ " in Voc-Erl fo~ Secondary
 
LD S..f;Llde~! ·;.'-8," p.. 31 " 
5 
Limitations oL~Lh~2!~~ 
,OJ" 
The study was limited to the popnlat.... ion of seconclary 
level learning disabled students, being iSf_~rved in t;he pab­
lic high school setting. 
The revie~" of the literature was liraited to t,t:10 
main areas: 
(1) Establishing background and rationale, for the 
need of vocational education for the learning disabled stu­
dent at the secondary level. 
(2) Programs that. included vocational educat~ion 
planning specif~c to learning disabiliti~s and generally 
to special educa-liion at the secondary level. Nany of 
the programs cit:,.ed included other areas of special educa­
tion such as educable mentally retarded, and emotionally 
dist~rubed because of t~he limited mni;eric~l available on 
learning disabilities exclusively. 
Research. for this paper \vas i.ntended t.~o present 
background and l"atiol1tlle for vocat:;ional educational for 
the learning disabled as well as objectiv8~ and considera­
tions necessary in setting up a program. This research 
was not intended to provide a specific detailed model 
6 
purpose of the research paper ~vas to review literature 
to establish t~hc n~ed for adequate vocat~ional edu.cation 
preparation. 
The problem established in this paper was that 
inadequate research, l~riting, and program development 
exists for the learning disabled secondary student in 
public high schools. 
Secondary level studel'lts were d.efined as \\"ell as 
secondary level learning disability, estimated size of 
the population and vocational education specific to this 
population. 
The study lias limited to the secondary level, 
students with a learning disability in th~ public hi~l 
school setting. Research ,'taG limited to the e3tnbJ..i~:;h-
ment of voeational educat,ion need. for this popu.lat~ion at> 
\'le11 as present.ing general considerat.ions important~ to 
program planning a:ad over;;llJ. obj c~·ti,,·"es. 
, ,~ . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF 'JIBE LITERATURE 
Vocational-Education Needs for the.Learning Disabled 
Adolescent 
The greatest portion of literature and research 
accumulated on the subject of learning disabilities in the 
past ten years had been concerned with elementary age 
children. Few special educators had done research or writ-
t·en on the problems of educat~ing the secondary learning 
disabled student. Furthermore, less had been written on 
the subject of vocational education 'as far as t~his popula­
tion is concerned. The following review of literature 
confi rmed the lack of availabl~ inform~1tion on voca"Lio.n.al 
"I:Gcational eduA'~~at.;ion p.:r-ogram8 have be;;,:n ;1vo.ilable for 
Hnormal lf children for year's at~ tAle se.~>cnldary le:,v(~l.l 
IT.! ',) :::- hbu rn 
\' I .... ;..,..) ." , 
St~L~.de.n:~~s,!f .p. 31. 
ro, 
i 
'.\ 
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Like'''i.se, more vocational education progI""amming has 
been established for the retarded learner in terms of 
career training, sheltered workshops and rehab Llitati10n 
facilities. 
Washburn "'lent on to quote estima-tes of this popula­
tion of neurolog~cally impaired student~ from 5 percent 
to 20 percent of the school popul~tion. Nationally 
known Special Education organizations estimate a high 
school population of at least 15 percent that can be 
called learning disabled or learning handicapped. 
This population of learning disabled are said to 
have neurological impairment. The result of neurological 
impairment is: reading problems; poor number concept~; 
unreliable visual and auditory memory; lack of self-image; 
insecurity; mistaken facts of re~lity; poor knowledge of 
right and wrong; impulsive and compulsive actions; accident 
prone; immaturi"ty; emotional blocks; abno rmal reserve; 
2fear of failure, and so on. 
This type of st,tldent has had a difficult tinlc in -the 
regular school, often being called names by peers and 
teachers. The students ""ho most often are :-eferred are 
behavior problems" 1-1any ;:a"~ ti?-liet and will never receive 
services. They usually jU;3t get by.
 
1~;) rning disabled student l'e.r1.chc":; high scho·ol hd has
 
32. 
rO'. 
. ~ ....•~.... 
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learned how to cope with school failures ~nd frustrations 
by cheating, dropping out, acting up, or quietly losing 
hiI~self in the' cro".'/d, etc. 'llhese. student,s appear to be 
like most rfnormall1 high schoolers in appearance and often 
socially. ~lany are successful-in sports, have'part-time 
jobs, and are cheer-lenders for example. II/lany youngs·ter!i 
hide their handicaps to fool the public. Often the stu­
dents from supportive homes and backgrounds make it be­
cause concerned parents and siblings read assignments 
and help them do t,he written work. 
According to l{ashburn, H About 3 percent of the total 
high Gchool popula'cion are screened and being helped in a 
variety of special education settings." 3 They t'eceive help 
from tutors, individualized instruction, remedial readi11g, 
and mathematics classeN, remediation in proc~ss areas, 
auditory skills, visual areas and behavior modification 
techniques. 
Vocational education courses have often been designed 
to meet the neetls of slow learners ''lith average and even 
below average skills. However, ~f the learning disabled 
s·tudent is programmed inte s·....eL: classes, he fails because 
of extr~lely poor reading and nathematics sk~lls or inap­
propriate behavior's like inat.tent,iveness and overactivity. 
10
 
In summ:u:"y, a student may have good performance 
skills and is good with his hands. He takes woods class, 
metals or auto-mechnics and fails because he cannot read 
the books, -take notes, and pass written tests. The student 
is often distracted easily by noises or other students. 
He loses his place easily, misses directions, and has great 
difficulty in vocational classes such as these. In many 
cases traditional vocational education training is not 
the answer. 
Ann Pollard Williamson has suggested that program­
ming the learning disabled into traditional vocational 
education classes has caused t,,,o kinds of problems. First, 
the learning disabled students may" need more acadeJ'lic 
instruction and program modifications. Secondly, the 
industrial arts areas migh-t have developed a stigma fr'om 
th~ handicapped stud:~nts, causing more capa.blc si~uc1en·ts 
to decide against vocational educat,ion courses ~4hich may 
have benefited them. 4 
Employability is the major concern of ,the learning 
disabled student, the parents, the educators, and researchers.­
~\~hat are the ·:Unplications of inappropriate career pl.3,nni.dg 
for the learning disabled adolescent? 
4Williamson, "Career Edu.c-ation: Impl.icat.ions for 
Secondary LD St.udents,T1 p. 194. 
. ...~ ..' 
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Washburn said: 
The most serious condemnation of special education to­
day ir:, that about 75 p·ercent of all secondary learning­
disabled students leave high school uneraployed, unem­
ployable, and without any plans for a job or job 
training. 5 
Raphael Simches has analyzed the current trends in economic 
inflation and how it is and will affect the handicapped. 
He reported in 1974 the official CEC (Council for Excep­
tional Children) statement to the Health, Bducation, In­
come Securioty and Social Services meeting that the future 
6for the handicapped in the \'lork world was grim. He 
felt that st~udents are ~uffering from inappropriate educa­
i.~ional programs and from government spending reductions. 
In a time of high unemployment, lvorkers l~ithout 
adequate training, face limited work opportunities and that 
the handicapped face more than the usual difficulty in 
job competition. 7 
Experience tells us that 40 percent (of handicapped 
young people who have not received car'eer education) 
w·ill be severely underemployed and subsist .~t the 
poverty level, 10 percent, will be partially dependent, 
5pashburn, 1I\-.1fl·2re too Go in Voe-Ed for Secondary 
LD Sttl.df.:nlts," p. 32 ~ 
6Rnphael Simches, TT Sconomic Inflat~ion:. Hazard for 
·th~ Hand.i.Gapped, It Exce~i{:.T!3~1 Children 4l (1975) :119-242. 
7P::nll' Irvine, n E.xpl(1r.~lt.ory Occupat~io:o.al Education for 
Learning Disabled Adolescent.G, II Pc:'.per prBs(:.·rrl:.t.~d at. a con­
ferencr~ r:;ponsored by t.he rfo::}"i;;goill<;3:P7 County Int(~rmediate Unit 
Tit:le III: Curricu.lar Development for Sec()L~dacy Learning 
D.if3abilit~y.~ Norrist.oHn, Pe:ln.,'3ylvania, Harch 1975, p. 309. 
12
 
and 30 percent totally dependent upon society for ~heir 
existence, sometimes requ.iring institu·tional care. 
In view of such statistics, occupational preparation for 
the learning disabled should be a high priority of educators. 
Lauriel Anderson's report on "Employment Barriers 
for the Learning Disabled AdultH was specific and signi­
ficant in confirming the need for appropri.ate vocational 
educational planni.ng at the secondary level. 9 She 
examined the President's COlnmittee on Employment of the 
Handicapped Conference stating that the conference dealt 
almost entirely with the physical limitations and mobility 
of persons with obvious physical handicaps. Little di.s­
cltssiou ";as given to persons with minimal brain dysfunc­
tion or learning disabilities. She cited some notable 
learning disabled like Churchill, Einstein, Di Vinci, 
Edison, and Hooch-'of'; Wilson as examples of those Sllccess­
ful in careers. She continued to rCf:Jort. thnt, t,his \-laS 
usually not the Ci:1Se for the average disabled perso.n, vlho 
does not overcome the barriers. These students were often 
deprived of success from the beginning, regardless of t,heir 
-~------_._-
8S · ,J..mcnes, fTBconomic Inflation: Hazard for the 
lIandicapped,Tf p. 235. 
9Lauriel E. Anderson, "El:lployment Barriers for the 
Learning Disab~_ed Adult~, II California Association for 
Neurologically Handicapped Children (Los AOC01es, California, 
1972)" 
-". 
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strengths. Their weaknesses usually \>lere' in the tradi­
tiona1 areas of the 3 Rls: reading; wri-ting; or, arithme­
tic. These students may have had abilities with their 
hands, such as woodworking or speaking abilities, for 
example, but because they cannot pass required high 
school courses, may never get a diploma. Many failed 
GED tests because they were 'vritten tests, another failure 
which posed a barrier to employment. Anderson listed 
five areas of employment barriers even a skilled learning 
disabled person might encounter. Summarizing her ideas, 
she stated.: 
1. Rigid Academic Requi~ements: Many jobs require 
diplomas or GED proficiency. A dyslexic (severe reading 
handicap) individual without a reader is as handicapped 
as a blind person. 
2. Inflexible Apprenticeship Tests: Requirements 
for apprenticeship programs often exceed the requirements 
for -the job. Example, high proficiency in English to be 
a plumber, writing skills to be a carpenter. Tests 
should be adapted to the job. 
3. Inap?~'opriat,e Appl~cation Procedures: Employers 
should let applictlnts t~i).l~c: fornts h.ome or tal,::c ·them orally. 
Barri"ers like "'Hhat magazinr::s do you read"'?u are unnecessary 
on applicat,ion' forms. NallY lea rnin.g disabled rtpplicant-,s 
are lonc:I.'s, ~.H~d th.:..~ requirt;J.i.en:~;:;3 of written recommendations 
from thr>2~e sources t..iho have ka01:1n -them for five years can 
:"}' . 
14
 
4. Restrictive Union Requirement~. 
5. Inflexible "lorking Cond.itions: Partial work 
duys may be considered as a person cannot always be 
productive eight consecutive hours; Or the pressures for 
on-ot:;he-spot~ job completion decrease effectiveness. Some 
jobs \-vrite up individual contracts for complet.ion of 
specific jobs, giving hope for more adaptive conditions in 
some jobs. 
Although Anderson did not directly doc~~ent the 
above claims in her report, these barriers, however ex­
tensive, were considered. She reported further on the 
lack of services available by rehabilitation and employ­
ment agencies. Because the handicaps of the learning disabled 
were not visible and not identified to the counselor, it 
often \-lent unrecognized. l>Iany lvere rej ected services; 
or treated as mentally retarded with no regard to his 
uneven competencies. Counselors need to be trained to 
identify this disabilit.y, noting strengths with job po·Lei.').t.tal~ 
She concluded her report by sta°t;.ing needed SerViGE~S currently 
not provided: 
a. The need for social skill training and self-
confidence; 
b. rrhe need for St~nsor'v-motor int(:~gra-tive ..t.heraDV,~ 
" ~ , ..l J 
c. The need for ~l.-~lp to break t,hL'">ongh employment 
barriers; 
d. The need for job-trnining and placoillent co~nen-
15
 
e. The need for supervision on th~ job for at 
least a year after job acquisition. 
The question may also be raised: Should the 
handicapped l'1ork at all? Lloyd Tindall said that if 
employmen"t is the result of vocational education: tI~'lhy 
vocational education for the handicapped?fl He felt the 
answer to both questions was: "To enable the handicapped 
10to enjoy the personal gains from employment." 
Although Tindall was referring in general to all handi­
capped learners, these considerations were valid in view 
of the not "too promising employability statistics men­
tioned earlier. Working gives everybody a sense of 
belonging, productivity and communioty involvement. Society 
gains if the handicapped are employ.ed as opposed to being 
dependent on welfare programs. 
Tindall felt that the measure of progress in voca­
tional educat~ion ,.,as coot the simple task of just assessing 
vocational conrses but that of atti"tudes and commitment of 
vocational educator8, aruninistrators, public schools, 
employers, state and federal agencies, and COlmnunities in 
general. All of us were at different stages in implementing 
vocational cducat.ion seryice~":; t,o the handicapped. Tindall 
felt that focus of these stages can be ~dentified: 
lOLloyd H. 'I'indall:l H rh·(~ak:i.ng J)o~lJn t;.hc Ba:t'riers for 
Disabled Learners, 11 l.;.~!];~:!:~:.(~:::!~~~<?--tional J o~E'::}al 50 
(November 1975):47. 
..-... ..., 
'.,~ . 
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1.	 Awareness of the characteristics, needs, and
 
capabilities of the handicapped.
 
2.	 Acceptance of the philosophy that the hand ..~capped 
can and should be educa·ted and a commit.ment. to 
take immediate action. 
3.	 ~Iodification of educational programs and supportive 
services to help the handicapped achieve to the 
best of their ability. 
4.	 Employment of the handicapped through changes in 
attitude, identifying the work that handicapped 11 
persons can perform and adapting jobs accor·dingly•. 
Tindall more specifically referred to the com­
plexities of learning disabilities, in that bright, 
learning disabled students who lacked reading ability had 
done well in vocational classes when communication other 
than reading was used. 
Any	 program for adolescent s·Ludents with learning 
disabilities would not be complete if it did not provide 
· 11 t· 1 tra1n1ng s. 12f Or	 academ1C as we as voca 1ona. .. need 
Vocational education programs, if effective, \ii11 meet the 
individual needs of the learning disabled. \,Tilliamson 
examined three basic issues to be considered in SUCC0SoS­
fully implementing career education for secondary s·tudents 
with learning disabilities. 13 
l1 Ibid • 
12Goodman and Mann, J~~~r'!,1inJ~ Disabili"l~ies in the 
Second~ry School, p. 108. 
13Hilliamson, "Care{~r' E(l.uc3.i~ion: Implications for' 
Seconda ry LD S-t,udei'\ts," p. 1 S}/}. 
1 '7
 
Career education programs for learning d.isabled 
students must be heavily supplemented ,{it,h the basic 
literacy skill~3'1-reading, writing, speaking, thinking, 
and listening• .I.!-r 
Research supported remedial reading instruction for 
secondary students as profitable. \'1illiamson continued -to 
point out that motivation to learn may improve as the stu­
dent works to\V'ard future employment. "It would seem 
inappropriate to make a decision that a secondary student 
is too old to profit from basic reading instruction, along 
with the other lit3racy skills.,,15 A reading series 
which uses career education content, \vritten for secondary 
students would be most appropriate. 
"Career education programs must offer many options 
to students '\~it~h If~arning disabilities, not exeluding the 
possibility of college attendance. Tt 16 In '·lilliamson'.s 
second issue, she stated that too often school ge~sonnel 
channel learning cl.i;;.~abled st;udents into non·-c.ollege Gl]f1ricu­
la. Alternatives should be presented, not labels. The 
secondary learning disabilities·teacher should be capable 
of evaluating a pupil' s pel:'f()rman~e and program according1.y~ 
She pointed out that the high school st.aff was cont~ent 
14IbicL, P ,> 195. 
15rbid . 
16 .IbJ.d .. 
..1=. 
:.,':. 
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oriented in their areas of specialty. As a resLllt, it 
becomes more difficult to convince the high school staff 
to be flexible when accommodating these student,s. ::'. 
Williamson said, "At the secondary level, if not 
before, curriculum emphasis must move from remediation 
of deficits to capitalizing on the areaS of strength." 
TtThese strengths should be matched ''lith jobs or professional 
requirements.,,17 Hany colleges are accepting students 
by their grade points in areas of their strengths. Like 
colleges, employers will have to adapt to the nature and 
needs of the learning disabled. Ongoing in-service or 
awareness programs for general education and employers 
should be started and maintained. 
TtCareer education programs mllst offer help in 
guidance and decision making rather than follovTing the 
narrow concept of occupational orientation only. nIB Mos-t 
learning disabled students have emotional problems, poor 
social relationships, and unrealistic pictures of them­
selves. Students need vocational education skills that 
are marketable and apply across many occupa't;ions. 
Some professionals ,ilio work with the learning disabled
 
adolescent suggest that CRreer education should define
 
t,I-.le st.udent, r s vocation.:d. ;;d;.r0n~fbhs ilnd then mat,ell. these
 
171 1. ~•_01.0. , p. 196. 
18Ibid • 
," 
,.........
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to requirements for specific jobs, thereby increasing 
the stud~nt,ts employability and his likelihood of job 
success. 19 
Career or vocational help should begin in the high 
school. Exploring career possibilities should b~gin in 
the middle school. Washburn felt that the secondary 
learning disabled student must be accompanied through a 
core curl"iculum eombining survival li-teracy and basic 
20
vocational skills training. This course of study, 
she explained, expands upon the scope of existing special 
education programs and adapts, borrows, and creates equip­
ment for a "skills training center tr • This course of 
study should be all inclusive of individualized academic 
study, career concepts, and practical experiences in 
job skills. Vocational basic skills training placed in 
t·he center of special education programming did t\vO -things: 
It attempts to give the student useful skills in a 
short time (not proficiency) and vocation becomes 
the motivator, with short-term su.ccesses, which in 
turn creates an urgency to learn survival acacte'::1ics 
in order to succeed further in vocations. 21 
19Goodman and r-lann, ~carning Disabilities in the 
Secondary School, p. 109. 
20l1ashburn, "Where to Go i.".· Voc-Ed for SC'condary 
LD Sturlents,n p. 33 .. 
21 Ibid • 
~., ., 
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Washbu.rn referred to -this curriculwn as "Vocational 
Entry-Skills for Secondary Students." 
Washburn's curriculum suggested combining the 
following areas of study: 
Vocational Academics--survival reading, mathematics, 
spelling, and writing by using practical materials like 
phone books, newspapers, and forms. 
Vocational Physical Bducation--Visual-motor and 
coordination training skills set up as a compensatory 
course. 
Vocational Resources--~Yhere to find needed informa­
tion; using the community, family and local businesses 
as a resource. 
Vocational Know-How--Training and experience 
in interviewing, conversation, resumes, uses of money, 
self-knoliledge, transportation, and driver's education" 
Basic Vocational Entry-Skills--Teaching basic \·;ork 
skills throu.gh hands-on experiences. Students, for example, 
are given one to three weeks of hands-on training in 
specific skills which can be used in differen'c jobs. A 
skills center can facilitate these goals. 'lihe school 
may borrow materials from com.l'11unity, basinesses c.nd other 
school departments. Such skills taught m,:'1y be: 
filing, collating, shelving books, library skills, using 
ad.ding machines') cash re,~~i3ter;., writing sale;:.;; slips, 
shor·t orders, making Cha-(lgc}uRing scales, measuring, and 
'" 
. ~'" 
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household repairs. Vocabulary, equipment identification 
drills and safety tests for vocational shop courses should 
be available. 
Vocational Placement--Hork experience, volunteer 
and job placcm~~nt, replacement if necessary., makes the 
other aspec'ts of this programming l"lorthwhile and rewarding. 
Examoles of Vocational Education Programs Appropriate 
For the Adolescent with Learning Disabilities 
The follolving programs were reviewed in order to 
derive examples of implementing vocational education for 
the learning disabled secondary student. Many school 
districts had programs in vocational education, however 
successful and applicable to the real ,·[orId, that had 
been worth reviewing. These researched programs were 
not intended to be representative of any specific geo­
graphic location or community. Most of t.he following 
program descrip tiollS ,orere selected because of favorable 
reviews or recommenda-t.ions. 
Saint Paul, Hinnesota \'las the sit,e of Project 
SERVE, aimed a"t teaehing "',n.H:~;rtional skills to handicapped 
•. ,.1 • • d .,. 1 2 2.youngs t ers tl- .1I"OU[';1l J.n(,.l1VJ_ UcL~:LZf,~(t progcilUls .. A consort.ium 
r,) ,., 
~;'./~SERVj~, ';ork/Expe~:'"i..~,tH~e Narrat.ive for Senior High 
School Programs [01' H2.ndiG.1~)ped·-D:.~.s.J,dvani:,a?;cd, Program 
Description ~nd Ou.tline, Chack Hrobel, ~1anager, 1Vhit~ near 
Lake} i·/Iinn(~sotd. 
, \. 
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of seventeen local school districts established a joint 
coordinating council in 1969 in order to operate a comprehen­
sive, vocationally oriented high school program for dis­
abled students. This program was called SERVE, for 
Special Education Rehabilitation and Vocational Education, 
because it ,vas an interagency effort involving three 
state agencies: the state board of education, and the 
state department of vocational rehabilitation. 23 
Their philosophy relative to educating handicapped 
pupils ''las that public school educational services for 
exceptional children of all types was to provide oppor­
tunity for them to grow intellectually, psychologically: 
and socially to their optimum capacities and to give the 
pre-vocational training and experiences so that they 
could ultimately become productive workers and citizens. 
Three kinds of educational ser"vices were offered 
students to carry out their purpose. The services were: 
1.. Placement in "regular classes" l,.,ith age-mates 
for as much of every school day as will be possible. 
2. Provi.sion of a Suppl(:;mental Resource Room with 
equipmen'c and material which are appropriate to the develop­
men·t and/or improvement or t~hQS'i.:: skills and competencies 
23Educational Faciliti~s Laboratories, One Out of 
rren: §_~hool Plarinin£t for th~~__~:~E.~~iG;~e~, by' ,J-.-it:JO'IiYSon, 
Chairmc).n (New York., New for}.:: Ed,lccltional Facilit,:i. '~;3 
Laboratories, eetobel", 19,'4 ~ ~ p. 1:7 .. 
, ..')....':.,.: 
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which are provided for in t~he regular classroom; and 
SSRVE Coordinator to facilitate learning. 
3. Assist students (during junior and senior 
high years) 'to find suitable part-time employment and 
coordinate and supervise this employment relative to 
pupil's high school academic program. 
All handicapped students were encouraged to 
continue their public school education through grade twelve 
toward the objective of graduating with a diploma. If 
graduation was not feasible, every effort was made to 
find an appropriate alternative. 
This program's goal \Vas serving students who were 
handicapped mentally, socially, educationally, or physi.cally, 
and who ,,,ere in need of prc-vocaotional work experience 
programs at the secondary level. There was a cooperative 
agreement among all. -the school districts involved in SERVE 
to meet students 1 needs and share facilit..ies and resources. 
The educational objectives of Project SERVE ""ere 
outlined in four major divisions of growth tOl'/ard \'/hieh the 
high school program should give major attention: 
A. Personality ,:1nu Charact~er Traits Educat,ion. 
B. Academic Education 
C. Occupational Edu.cat,ivn 
D. Social Experiences 
\, 
',.. 
24 
Organization and operat.ion of Project SERVE, 
according to the SERVE program outlines, included the 
following: 
A.	 Eligibility of Students for Admission 
1.	 Students shall be identified as having 
exceptional education needs according to 
state requirements. 
2.	 Students shall have appropriate social 
skills to the ex·cent that they may operate 
in a work experience program. 
B.	 Admission 
1.	 Interest by parents and student in complet­
ing a high school program. 
2.	 Evaluation and recommendations based on the 
individual's specific needs~ 
3.	 Admission on a first-year trial basis. 
c.	 Size of Class 
Haximum enrollment of fifteen 
D.	 Instruction 
1.	 Instruction shall be designed to educate the 
pupil for social adjustment and economic 
u8efulness to the cOIlli"'nunity. 
2.	 Various classroom alternatives 
a.	 Individual or small group ins·truction in 
literacy skills 
b.	 Enricl~ent instruction--fieldtrips~ 
resource speakers, school function parti­
cipation, recreational activities 
c.	 Regular class placement ,ilienever possible 
d.	 Job expericnces-,-occupational education, 
application for jobs, in school on­
the-job training and community experiences 
E.	 School Records 
To be identical to other student records 
.'C;: 
i' :~. 
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F.	 Requirements for Graduation 
Same as for other students except for: 
a.	 English and Social Studies require­
ments can be made in special classes 
b.	 Credits may be earned for on-the-job 
employment 
G.	 School Day 
1.	 Students assigned to the SERVE program for 
their regular school day 
2.	 Each pupil will spend approximately half­
time in job placement 
3.	 Attendance to be kept by SERVE 
H.	 Work Supervision 
1.	 SERVE coordinator to observe in the after­
noons 
2.	 Job placement agreements must be signed 
by employer, parent, principal, student, 
SERVE coordinator, and special education 
coordinator 
I.	 Personnel 
J.	 Needed Facilities 
K.	 Intake Hethods for Project SERVE 
L.	 Yearly Re-entry Programming and Counseling 
M.	 "lork Supervision 
N.	 Role Description of the SERVE Coordinator 
Every high school in the SERVE Program. had a SERVE 
classroom where handicapped and disabled students followed 
an individualized curt"iculltiJ1 in vocational orientation and 
job-related academic activitiesw In 0ddition, a special 
SERVE cent~cr '-las eS'cclblished in the area, t,he 916 Vo-·Tech. 
Institute. 
.~ ... 
."~, 
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DOCES 
':;:,Nel'l York state had passed legislation that allo'V'ed 
school dis.·tricts to pool their resources in order -to 
offer special services that were not affordable by a single 
distric-t. In Net·, York's ".""'estchester County, district 
cooperation of six districts, resulted in the construction 
of a BOCES (Board of Cooperative Education Services) 
Special and Career Education Center. 24 This board 
monitored the programs and special services and facilities. 
This regional public school agency served twenty·-one public 
school districts. The program grew out of a research and 
demonstration pl"Ojcct which developed -the model for t,he 
Exploratory Occupational Education (BOE) program now 
25conducted at BOCES. Paul Irvine, assisted by Russell A.
 
Plwnpton, presented. the final report of their research.
 
II A Program for the Vocational Rehabilitat.ion of Emotionally
 
Distu.rbed and Drain-Injured. Adolescents in a Public School
 
" n26Se tt.. ~ng. 
240ne Out of Ten: School Planning for the Handi­
capped, p. 17. 
25Irvine, I1Exploratory Occupational Education for 
I"earning Disabled Adolescen-cs) 11 p. 311. 
26U• S .. , Depart.ment of ;lec),l-th, Education, and Wel-­
fare, Office of Educat~ion, £\. ~:>rogr;J.m f?r- ·t1·~,):~_C}nti')nal 
R~habilitation of Emot,ionC}J~~-,y'_Distt...!,!:Jed anc]._ Br~in-I:~ed 
..\~olescen-ts in aPu~lic Scll.~?l .. Sett-..:.:~ng:, by Paul Irvine, 
Final r\.eport Project No. I~D·-J.279-D rvor·h.-town. IIoi{:';'hts, 
New York: ERIC Document Ropruduction Sc~vice, E~ 057528, 
1970), p. 22. 
,- ,". 
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The BOeRS Center consisted of four'separate but 
closely interrelated buildings: 
1. An open school for 150 trainable retarded students; 
2. An open school for 300 emotionally disturbed, 
learning disabled and neurologically impaired children; 
3. A career education center with occLl.pa-tional 
training facilities; 
4. The Exploratory Occupational Education (EOE) 
Building. 
The EOE building ,.;as a new facility to serve the 
marginal student. It served about 320 pupils each year. 
About half of these students a~tended special classes 
operated either by BOCES Or the home school districts. 
The other half werl.~ enrolled in regular ;school programs in 
the participa-ting school districts. According to Irvine, 
each student, referred by the home school or by the ROCES 
special educa-tion staff for admission to t~he program ,,,as 
examined in a conference attended by representatives of 
the staff "Torking \'lith -the pupil and an EOB team of 
members represent::.ng teaching, guidance, and administ,ra-· 
-tion. 
:[rvine continu(~d to r'e~:Jol't -that the EOE program \'ldS 
d.esigned to serve learning disabl ~~d pupils along ",ith 
Adnissio11. l:J:'~S not~ based on 
diagnostic IDbels, but. onth<:.. _(-earliness and needs of the 
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pupil. According to Irvine, in the EOE population, 
intelligence ranged fronl H.oderate men-tal retardation ·to 
bright, normal. Academic levels ranged from primary to 
senior high levels. Classes were small in order to 
facilitate individualized learning. 
The follol'1ing guidelines had been developed 
regarding EOE admission: 
1. Students admitted usually of ages fifteen or 
sixteen. 
2. Students admitted must have a demonstrable level 
of maturity that suggests readiness for occupational pre­
paration. 
The instructional program consisted of three 
phases: Prevocational Orientation; Exploratory Occupational 
Education; and Specific Occupational Preparation. 
The Prevocational phase introduced stud.ents to t~he 
world of work. A variety of ~aterials r~lating to employ­
.ment were worked into -the academic program. The shop 
program was directed tal-lard exploring vocat~io:lal abilities 
and interests. The student's interrelationships with his 
peers were evaluated from a vocational point of viewG 
The Exploratory OCG!J.pzri~io:n';'1.1. phase p!'0vided each 
pupil with brief experien~2G in a variety of occupations, 
29
 
Student;s were usually fif-teen or six"teen years old when 
entering this phase, depending upon maturity. The student 
could be moved to the specific occupational phase when he 
,.,as ready, however, most students spent about two years 
in this phase. The pupil moved to the next phase depending 
upon his maturity and development of skills necessary to 
learn a specifically select~ed occupation. The explorat,ory 
phase was presented in two ways: A classroom-shop explora­
tory program and on-the-job exploratory program. This EOE 
program provided for both academic and vocational training 
usually for one-half day, either morning or afternoon. 
The other half-day was spent in the home school. The 
academic and vocational teacher at the EOE center worked 
closely together to coordinate their efforts \\Tll.ile an0 
occupa-tion \'las being explored in the shop, the related 
academic instruction focused on the vocabulary, mathematics 
and reading of the occupation. There were eight shop 
areas representing a variety of trades. The classrooms were 
in every case adjacent to the shops. 
The last phase of the program l-las the specific 
occupa-t.ional prepar'ation \i:l.i{;h p~ovided fol"' final occupa­
tional prepar~1tj.on like voca.-tional school, a cooperative 
l'lork-Btudy pro;Jr2m. 'I'he st:J.dcr::.t "it.as usually seventeen or 
eighteen years of age a-t th.is p~}tnJj. In i3·(:.~w York a handi·­
capped pJ.~pil r-13y remain in ::-:;ehool until the age of t,\jent~y-
one ... 
\ . 
...:. 
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In slunmarizing this program, Irvine concluded: 
Huch of -the success of the EOE progr.:un can be attribut.ed 
to the use of vocational teachers to provide the occupa­
tional instruction, and special education teachers 
to provide the related academics, as well as the fact 
that they teach in adjacent spaces; school systems 
considering the development of an exploratory occupa­
tional education prog~am should give close attention 
to this feature, which the BOCES staff considers 
essential. 27 
Vanguard Upper School 
Although the Vanguard Upper School wai3 not a 
public school, many components of its program could be 
utilized in a public high school setting and therefore 
28 .were l..nc. 1 u d e d·1.0118tl· sect 10n. 
The Vanguard Upper School in Paoli, Pennsylvania, 
acconunodated about 150 teenagers, most of ",hom have had 
difficulty adjusting to the demands of the regular secon­
dary school. Although the Vanguard School worked to 
remediate academic skill deficits, they especially recog­
nized the neec to encourage the teenager's ego development 
by advancing ·the .:-:;1<-i.118, talents and aptitudes in arei1S 
of strength. The applied philosophy of ·the school was 
27Irvine, "Exploratory O-::cupational Education for 
Learning Disabled Adolescents, tl p., 314. 
28r'Ii1ton B~lltten, "Vocational Educnt,ion for t;.he 
Brain-Injured Adolescent and Young Adult at the Vangll~rd 
Schoo1,11 in Learnicg Disabilit,:i.F~s: AC~J:.:~.5?,~' eels. 
Sar.l1nel "A. Kirk ~nd Jeanne ~lc:(ih;~' HcGarthy tDoston: HGt1~;·h·ton 
Hifflill, 1975), pp .. 313-323. 
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that the special educator's job was to lo6ate, identify 
and nuture his abilities and help tile student bring it to 
fr'uition. 
The school's concern in view of social and occupation­
al requirements, was to emphasize skill development which 
\'las directly applicable, by bridging special and vocational 
education. Success lvas encouraged through high-level 
motivation, areas of interest, and abilities. The Van­
guard Upper Schoolls vocational rehabilitation and 
guidance services ,,,,ere an integral part of their program. 
The student's needs and society's needs were best served 
if the youngster's preparation included the development 
of marketable skills. Brutten stressed the need for 
training in occupational areas \vhere there l'laS a marketable 
demand, thus keeping knolvledgeable of the latest resources 
available on job outlooks. 
A vocational cOl~selor at the school matched job 
requirements "."i·th student aptitudes, abili,ties and interests, 
by administering a job evaluation bat-eery. The Vanguard 
Career Guidance Center, developed by Watson Klincewizc, 
developed prot.o·type t.0:3ting models which simulated. 
realistic 'vorl:: demands an('~ c{,::1di. c.ions; these t:lodels were 
being consolidated into a formal job evnluation battery. 
"',',­
The studen'c ,"vas eX'posed -[.(.1 CX',-l<:h.la Led levels of frus·tration, 
as in the \Vork \vorlrl. rflH.:~;::>e (.~·'.,l<,;I.v.tltion :-:aci1.it,ies could 
< :;, 
.... 
,',' . 
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from simple servic~ areas to those requirin~ college or 
technical study. The end result should be realistic 
pursuits of careers along with appropriate training and 
preparation provided by the school. 
The student and vocational guidance counselor set 
up tentative occupational goals and objectives. The class­
room teacher \'lorked , ...i thin the frame\york of the vocational 
program, teaching the necessary academic prerequisites to 
meet his occupational goal. 
Such experience at Vanguard School, consisting of 
classroom activities, prevocational evaluation, job 
exploration, pre-training opportunities and others, 
are clearly defined and arranged in a chronological 
order according to a natural sequence. 2 9 
A simulation laboratory facilitated work experiences in 
a controlled environment. Utilized also 'tvas a problem 
solving instrwnentation called trGaming" which sets up 
real situations the handicapped person might face on the 
job.' "Gaming" set up sit.uations with authorit,y fignres 
and dealt with interpersonal relationships. 
P.roject Worker 
This program developed a course of study in 
vocational education ,·,hich \Vas available to handicapped 
adolescents i:1Gluding menta.Ll_y re-cnrde:d) le,~.t rn.i.ng disabled, 
or orthopedically dis~~blcd ::i..o r:rades nine t.hrough t~welve 
29-[b' 1 
. 1.(., p. 319. 
"':J 
.~. -) 
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in the Fullerton Union High School District, Los Angeles, 
California. 30 The program philosophy '-las to teach job 
entry skills" providing occupational experiences \'1hich 
would assist these pupils in obtaining employment in 
marketable, good jobs better than had been traditionally 
available to the handicapped. The course of study utilized 
a variety of community resources like resource speakers, 
films and field trips. Evaluation of job aptitudes, 
abilities and interests was assessed by the teacher and 
student. Exploratory \'lork experience in class and on-the­
job performance was evaluated. 
This course of study did not have to be self-
contained or a closed sequence of s'tudy. r·t could be 
im.plemented differently by various teachers and schools, ... :: 
depending on their att,itude to'-lard car'eer education. This 
program was designed to be individualiz~d and unstructured, 
with the responsibility for completion of the ,,{ork resting 
with the student. Project 'Worker served approximately 
220 students and incorporated t'\"enty-t.hree classes in 
eight high schools. Videotape was used to provide inst~uc-
tion as well as for on,-t!1c-job performC\nce eV~I.luation. 
30 ,: (: ''''~ GOO\"r.1C\r,," ~ .. '. , >--"HI'-.Ve;.Jy 0.,f~ .... Secondary Pro~re,ms for the 
Learning Disabled, f1, p. z8z w 
" :-; 
.- ,~ 
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Career Development Center 
The Career Development Center (CDC) was an alter­
native high school program lihich served handicapped 
student~s fifteen to tl.,renty-one years of age who lived in 
fifty-six local public school districts in Nassau County, 
New York. 31 This school '-Jas operated by the Board of 
Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES). The school 
enrolled 265 students non-categorically, including those 
labeled retarded, learning disabled or behaviorally dis­
ordered. This program did not provide services for the 
severely disturbed or socially maladjusted or those with 
debilitating physical disabilities. The CDC program 
'\'las "transitional" in that its aim was to build the 
students'vocational and academic skills so that they could 
return to their home schools and/or find success in a 
career endeavor of their own choosing. The main goals 
of the program, according 1~o Colella were: 
1. to improve students f kno"\'Iledge and application 
of basic tool subjects in relating these prerequisites 
to daily life experiences} 
2. to expose students to a variety of occupational 
activities so that the p~pils nlay make realis~ic vocational 
choices; 
.... - A 
31H • V .. Colella, "Car'eC.L' Development (\:>nter: A 
Hodified High School for t~h0 Handicapped," lleac!!.i~cExcep.­
til)n~hildr~ 5 (1973):110.....118 .. 
~. ~:. 
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3. to return to home schools those students who 
display positive changes in behavior and an increased 
abili·ty to deal \Vith the demands of their- environments; 
4. to help each student within approximately three 
years to be able to move into more advanced training, 
return to his local district, obtain employment or begin 
part-time reintegration into the community at the very 
leas'c; 
5. to provide a therapeutic environment where 
each student can experience responsibility toward inde­
pendence through alternative choices in decision making. 
The student,· s program for a \-/eek involved forty 
periods of instruction--eighteen periods in vocational 
education, twelve periods in core su.bjects, and ten periods 
of electives. The curriculum revolved aroJnd clusters or 
units relating to occupational areas, e.g. food prepara­
tion, building maintenance, basic au·to mechanics, elec-· 
tronics, etc. Each cluster ~ncluded a range of related 
occupational activities and core academic material related 
to the occupational themes. A team of two occupational 
specialists and a special education teacher staffed each 
unit. They ",orl~ed together -to inteprelcrtl..:~ bo"Lh academic 
and occupational experience t~o achieve ma:cimum learuing 
Lenefits for their students& Overall, the CDC staff had 
found thtlt t-h~~ student t s G\.I(~CeSS in. occup~rtionCll activities 
••.~. ;l 
):' . 
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and awareness of the importance and relev~nce of basic 
skills led to a renewed interest and increasing achievement 
in reading, mathematics, and language. 
"IECEP 
Work Experience Career Exploration Program (WECEP) 
was a training sponsorship operated jointly by the United 
States Department of Labor-Child Safety Division, the 
Hinnesota Department of Vocational Education, the 
Rochester Public Schools and participating employers. 32 
The ~linnesota Department of Vocational Education had 
funded the project as a pre-vocational exploratory program 
for educationally disadvantaged ninth grade students. 
The Rochester Public Schools ""ere operating the program as 
a dropout preventative, focusing on this grade level, 
students not responding to the regular school program. 
This population may include high risk pot,ential 
dropouts such as those students \vho are failing in school, 
poor achievers on tests, behavioral problems and the 
handicapped if they are seen as potential drop-outs. 
Although this program was not~ specificrJlly designed for t~he 
handicapped, like the student with a learning- disability, 
it may includ.e -chern as thc~\· of"ccn, through years of frustrC'­
tion, cxhibit~ cmo·t,ional and behr:,tvior proble.~n.s. 
32"n~CEP, Wor-k Experience Career Explord tion Program, 
Program Description and O;xi:~lineJ Rochester Public Schools, 
Rochest,er, Hinnesotn, 197.:1 .. 
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In nddition to the regluar academic program of 
English and mathematics, t.he studen1::.s par"bicipatecl in 
employability skills seminars and work t~ree to four hours 
daily, fifteen to twenty-eight hours weekly. Saturday 
lvork ''las at the op"tion of student and employer. The entire 
program \'lTas geared to success and positive reinforcement, 
with concentrated supportive service and constant cornnlunica­
tion between academic teachers, job supervisors and parents. 
This func·tion was carried out by the teacher-coordinators. 
Once the trainee had been identified, through the 
use of school records and personnel reports and observa­
tions, the training sponsor and the teacher-coordinator 
took over. The student was oriented to the program, company 
regulations, location of facilities and ~xpectations. The 
student had to be mature enough to accept the program and 
then the training in skills began. After the st~udent. 
participat~ed in the employability seminars, and lias 
evaluated as ready for "'lork placement, the next st,op was 
\'lork experience. This phase lvas carefully supervised and 
monitored "to assure success. The s'cudent-trainee lIas 
encouraged to set realistic Goals for himself. He was 
provided "'lith -the instruction he needed to meet these 
goals. Th.is treatment fo.st.~(..~r0d an eagerness a.nd motivat~ion 
to learn. 
.- ~ 
"' ,
l 
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According to Kathleen Paris, there was no official 
\'.7EC EP curriculw"1 as such. Most coordinators agreed that 
a meaningful curriculum should include vocational explora­
tion, personal-social development, and remedial assistance. 
~rhe. nature of the curriculu.rn depended upon -t~he priorities 
set by the coordinator and the local resources available. 33 
According to Paris, some general considerations for 
implementation must be kept in mind, like setting up the 
classroom and appropriate lesson planning for unmotivated 
learners. Get a'\'lay from the traditional classroom set~ting. 
Keep classes small from five to ten students. Utilize 
teaching stations, audio-visual equipment, tape recorders 
and high interest reading materials like magazines and 
comic books. Activities should be varied and manipulative, 
alternatives available, presentations varied in modal~ty--
orally, visually and tactilely. The teacher should partici­
pate whenever possible. rthe teacher must provide students 
with opportunities to think. An ou-tline of Survival in the 
T\'/entieth Century ~\!ECEP Curriculum used in l~voodstock, Illinois 
emphasized the following areas of study: 
Vocational exploration includes field trips, spe~kers, 
inclivid:J.al apt~i-tude tC?-ts, role.-playing and videot,apillg of 
job interviel'ls, completing job applications and employment 
forms and s-tu.dying classifi("~<.l ad..:..'3; 
33Kathleen A~ Paris, IJTh(:~ ~qE/CEP Curriculum, n 
~\Tood.stock Public Schools, \Ioodstock, Illinois, 1976. 
~ ..~' 
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Personal-social developmen't includes providing 
student practice in values clarification, resolving con­
flicts, understanding their Olm behavior, that of peers and 
adults better, cooperation, finding alternative behaviors 
and listening to others; 
Students are exposed to consumerism: getting and 
keeping track of checking accoun-t.s" procuring loans for 
cars, getting insurance, understanding the psychology of 
advertising, reading la:)els and learning about oonsumer 
protection agencies; 
Stu.dents learn about environmental education and 
are encouraged to be creative. Basic skills are stressed: 
learning study skills, using reference material, compen­
sating for learning deficits, studying current cven·ts and 
using the newspaper. 
?roject HAPPEN 
Pl'oject~ HAPPEN Has a curriculum gui.de developed by 
a team of teachers and ailiuinistrators for grades seven 
through tlvelve for the integration of career cduc:ation 
concepts into the exceptional education curriculum in 
• T' • 34Wau,es~a, ~lsconSln.1 1 
The philolsophy of except~iol1al educat.ion, according 
to the project. I-IAPPEN \~lor1i:sllop for curriculum development 
----_._..._.._----­
'"' '\
jtirn ..•J.. .'r-. ~, .,.'l1.l\.. ··ppr;>N....... ~.~Tdor••':rc·'.-.,..~",.:>I,·.Jr)' \,r"....urr...cuJ'_llL i' - -lO"l"~
1 OJ ,~Cv _J' ..j n uevc i)r..,:....n t 
Program. Descri:r:,tion, 1'laukeshD Public ,Sehool.-.:....:> \}au!cesha, 
HisconGin" 14-25 Ju.ne 1976e 
",I. ~:. 
guide, was that ·the departmen·t cxist~ed for the benefit, of 
the learner. The department served students diagnosed as 
having exceptional education needs such as learning 
disabilities, behavioral disabilities, mental handicaps, 
and physical handicaps. "The student is assisted in 
understan~ing his/hBr place in society by learning to develop 
social, personal and vocational skills. rr35 The exceptional 
education staff maintained student integration into regular 
school programs as much as was feasible. Good cooperative 
relations \-lere essential with -teachers, special education 
teachers and administrators. 
Each student's program was considered individually 
accounting for his/her capabilities, limitations, and 
areas of interest. This program encouraged active teacher 
participation, providing challenging experiences and on­
going evaluation. 
The exceptional education progr~n functioned 
within and as a part of the regular public high school. 
The total developmen-t of the indi:vidual ""as setl as their 
goal: independence; purpose; management of their live;:> and 
attainment of their' highest potential as a cO:>'ltribllting 
member of society. Project~ Hl....PPEN offer'ed a to"cal progra~ 
including academic, social, .),nd vocatiunal skills, 
necessary to meet the dern.:u1.(ls of in.dust~ry, co.rrrmunity .:::~:n.d 
socie-ty. o:rhe curriculum cnid.;~ offered more srY~cific inforr:lU­
tion regarding classroom ()1:)jc:(,:Livf;S and act.ivities. 
"'t' 
J'·'Ibid. 
"'-"' 
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The studen.t received added support like counseling, 
remediation, ongoing evalu.:d:ion, both in t,he classroom and 
on the job. This support offered 100 percent placement of 
all existing studen·ts, a cooplete fo110l'1-up of each student, 
and evaluation of the total program. 
Guidelines for Developing a Special Education Progr~m 
for Hinimally Brain Injured Children and Youth in 
the Local Communit~ 
This research project under guidelines for PrOf:~l"am 
Developmen-t, Special Education, Vo1wne III "'as sponsored 
by the United Stjates Department of Health, Education and 
\'Jelfare, Office of Education under the direction of Don 
Partridge in 1968. 36 This report \"'as extensive, coveI~ing 
total programming for the learning disabled student Ie 
through t"t<lelve. 
The study suggested that vocational educ8tion should 
begin when the child first enters the school's special 
program regardless of grade level. Vocational preparation 
should be ongoing throllgho~lt the student's educational 
36United States Depar-i.-.r:lent of Hcalt,h, Education and 
Welfare, Office of Education, Guidelines for Program Develop­
ment, Special Educat,ion, Volume III, Guidelines for 
Developj_np,; a Special Educc~~--i2n Program for i/linimal1y Brain 
Injured Children in the Loc;l:1- COJEIi.lunity, dirpct.ed by Don 
Partridge (Austin, Texas: ERIC Document Reproduction 
Service, ED 36010, 1968), pp. 124-130 . 
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career and life. This developmental patt'ern '-las viewed 
in three stages: (1) ~vorl{ habit training--learned in the 
elementary grades; (2) pre-vocational experiences--presented 
in the junior high grades; and (3) on-the-job training and 
emplo~nent in senior high. 
Vocational prograoming continued until the student 
acquired sufficient occupational proficiency for successful 
employment. The student could graduat,e from special educa­
tion or continue until ,his/her proficiency '"as not likely 
to profit from continued school services. 
General educational planning for the secondary 
studen-t, as recor.unended by this report, recommended 
regular class integration as much as possible in industrial 
arts and vocat~ional training, regular 01' modified curricula. 
In planning the ,,,ork for learning disabled students, the 
.emphasis \'las placed on regular routine, care of tools, 
personal safety, indvidualized instruc·tion and application 
of task analysis in project work. 
The academic program should not cinimize subjects 
like English, mathematics, science and social studies, but 
actLvities in these classes should be related to vocational 
concerns and experiences. ~;he vocational educat~ionLe':l.che_(' 
and the special education teC?cher must ....;ork together for 
the bcst~ in'cercst, of the lcarnJ..ng disabled student,. The 
proL~ram must be -Fl.e~d.ble, meeting the il!.r:lividllal t s n~~eds. 
The student Dust be able t·o acqu.ire certain OCcupi:.~tional 
:..~ 
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competencies to be prepared to become a sa,·tisfactory 
"Torker in soci'ety. 
Summary, 
The review of the literature included the major 
objectives and cons~derations needed to implement program 
planning for vocational education of the learning disabled 
adolescent in ·the public school setting. This review in-
eluded exan~les of vocational educa~ion programming. 
Little research and writing was available on the 
learning disabled adolescent. Vocational education pro­
gramming for this population is a new and gro"Ning concern 
of educators. A critical need to prepare the learning 
disabled secondary studen-t ''lith marketable skills ~s 
essential in vie\v of the economic outlook and current~ unem­
ployment statistics regarding handicapped persons. 
Barriers -GO employment exist for t:.he learning disabled 
adolescent~• It is the responsibility of public education 
to provide appropriate preparation for this population if 
they are t,o mee"t the demands of a \iork-orient,ed society. 
The reVie\i of literature present,eel sorLle effec'cive guide­
lines for vocational education planning for the secondary 
learning disabled student, in a public school set-tinge 
Seven p:i..... ograms ...·Tere reviewed as having appropriate 
voca"t.ional curricula for secondary learning disabled stu-
One research proj ct;t on proc;ram planning for 
.~ . 
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special educat,ion was included in this reviel'1 because 
of the guidelines set forth on secondary program plannine 
for the learning disabled regarding vocational education. 
The programs reviewed were: Project SERVE of Saint 
Paul l'linnesota; BOCES EOE program of Westchester County 
New York; the Vanguard Upper School, Paoli, Pennsylvania; 
Project Worker, Los Angeles, C~lifornia; Career Develop­
ment (CDC), Nassau County, Nel'l York; '~lECEP, Hinnesota; 
and Project HAPPEN, Waukesha, ,visconsin. ·The research 
reported included in this chapter ,,,as "Guidelines for 
Developing a Special Education Program for Hinimally Brain 
Injured Children and Youth in the Local COmIaunity. tI 
-..:: 
....:' 
CHAP'rER III 
SUM~HARY 
Analysis of the Literature 
In analyzing the literature presented in this paper, 
the authorities all generally supported the need for more 
adequate vocational education preparation for the learning 
disabled adolescent. Little research and information \'las 
available concerning this population. 
J!1ost of the existing information on vocational 
education concerned. the lInormallf student or the handicapped 
student, incl~ding the retarded, behaviorally disorder~d, 
physically handicapped and now the learning disabled. Nost 
of the voca-t.ional education programming in special education 
described programs for the retarded learner. Vlashbu.rn, 
Williamson, and Goodman felt that career training for the 
second.ary leaI'n:L~g disabled st~Llc1ent Sh041d he c priopity 
in their total educatioaal plans. 
Goodman, ~.:{il1iamson., ~~nd AndeT':~;on dir·..;:~ctdd t,hei:' 
Gecondary student. On the o-t~her hand, llashbul"'n, Simches, 
and Tindi.\J.l referred to the d.i~~a.bJ.ed ~rt·..tdent in broa.dex" 
t~rIilS, including arcas of c;.:-.:cei>ti.onal:-L-ty such as learning 
disabled, mentally r~tard~d, and behaviorally disordered • 
.0, 
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The statistical data on the size of the disaLled 
population varied with respect to the author's definition. 
\\-'ashburn, in referring to the learning handicapped, 
cited a population of 15 to 20 percent. In reference 1:~o 
this all inclusive population, she cited the unemployability 
figure of 75 percent. 
\vashburn, Simches, Tindall, Goodman, and Anderson 
and Williamson felt the employability was the most critical 
issue concerning this population. They all felt that 
vocational education must provide these students wi'ch 
marketable skills. 
Simches and Anderson reported on existing barriers 
to employment such as the economic si"cuation and educa­
tional requirements for a diploma or trade qualifications. 
lvilliamSOIl, Goodman, and Washburn described good 
program. practices concerning career training.. Basic 
literacy skills ,~ere stressed as essential to good curricu­
lum planning. Appropriate curricula combined academic 
and vocational training, teaching basic skills using 
career oriented materials. 
Williamson, Anderson and Tindall made specific 
reference to the discrepancies in the abilities exhibited 
by the learning disabled and the impli~ations toward 
appropriate, satisfying p:c\::p~l.l'ation in a career. 
,:'.0 
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pointed out that these students should co~sider college 
training as well as training in manual trades like 
mechanics or plumbing. 
Underlying all of the reports were recommendations 
for appropriate evaluation, counseling, and guidance with 
respect to matching abilities to marketable career choices. 
Anderson, Tindall and Hilliamson, fur·thermore, 
stressed the need for inservice programs for colleges, 
general education, employers, and the community to foster 
a better understanding of this population's vocational 
concerns. 
The programs that were reviewed presented exemplary 
models worth careful study and consideration. All of the 
programs described vocational education in the public 
"':: 
school setting except for the Vanguard Upper School, which 
was also the only one to serve the learning disabled ex-
elusively. The other projects serviced handicapped students, 
regardless of categorical labels, however, stressing the 
individual differences and needs of any student. These 
programs concentrated on the needs and interests of the 
individual including the learning disabled adolescent. 
P roj ects such as these did not, necessarily include t.he 
learning disabled in the pnst. 
The major diffcl'enCf':;;.:; in -the programs reviewed were 
in the degree of structure. Project SERVJ, the Career 
Development Center, and ·the }}OCE~), EOE Project desc.ribed 
.. 
.',( . 
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very structured procedures to programming. These projects 
all involved a special training center or school where the 
students attended on a half-time or full-time basis re­
moved from the traditional high school setting. In each 
case the programs were the result of cooperative school 
district planning involving a number of diff,erent school 
districts. 
The \VECEP Program, Project Worker, and Project HAPPEN 
described curricula that were more unstructured and flexible, 
that could be more easily implemented right, within the 
regular public high school. 
All of the programs stressed the need for adequate 
guidance services, small class sizes, relevant marketable 
training and follow-up in terms of job placement. 
Conclusions 
Vocational Needs 
This paper dealt with learning disabled adolescents 
in a public high school setting and their vocational educa·~ 
tional needs. In view of the literature and statistical in­
formation cited on employability factors and competition 
for jobs, the rationale for" curriculum and program planning 
\'las evident. 
Special education 2t~ t,he high school level should 
prepar·~;~ st.ude(l"ts for a \Vork",ot'i.en·t{,~cl socif,:.;Ly.. Programs 
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for the retarded have done this. Plannin~ is critically 
needed for the learning disabled. 
The solution is not a simple one. Placing this 
population in existing programs for the retarded or main­
stre~ing them in regular classes without individual 
modifications will not solve the problem. Most of the 
literature described general program considerations and 
concerns for the handicapped. These concerns and issues 
were sound and valuable but only the beginning. The next 
step is to integrate and combine what has been offered 
and apply these contributions to another unique population. 
Vocational education courses are offered today in 
high schools for any student 'who wishes to participate. 
Often the learning disabled students with the hidden handi­
cap either goes unnoticed or does not have the initiative 
to take advantage of what is available to them. The 
challenge of specialists, teachers, and guidance counselors, 
to name a few, is to individually guide these students to­
"'lard vocational goals \/ithin the frame'tiork aIr-early existing 
in the schools. The answer is not in prescribing programs 
for the sake of convenience. Programming for the retarded 
or mainstreaming cannot bH ~sed to solve this problem. 
Nodifications are needed i.f educators want to meet the 
needs of these studen:t.s. 
}.. 
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The literature described the coope~ative efforts 
of many districts joining together to offer services to 
all handicapped. This has been accomplished in some in­
stances by the establishment of separate vocational training 
centers that these districts share jointly. This type of 
progrrnnming has proven successful in providing services to 
individuals regardless of their handicaps and therefore 
has helped the learning disabled. These programs do not 
necessarily follow the "least restrictive alternative to 
education." Projects, such as these, are costly and more­
over take extensive planning and organization to be im­
plemented effectively. 
School districts that have not participated in 
cooperative efforts must start somewhere. The place to 
begin is with the internal organizations and departments 
already operat~ng within the schools. By coordinating the 
efforts and services of learning disability specialis·t,s, 
guidance counselors, administrators, psychologists, 
parents, vocational educators, teachers, and students, the 
process can begin. 
The total needs of these st~dents may never be met 
if separate programs and services are duplicat.ed and not 
coordinated. Problems too orten arise from having too many 
programs or set.ting up ne\\l i::~01at,ed programs. These 
students need experiences with their peers in the mainstream 
". ,:~ 
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as well as remedial help in a resource .room. Integrating 
the existing programs available with respect to the total 
needs of the child, social, academic, and occupational 
appears to be the best answer at this time. Project 
HAPPEN and Project 'iorker were good examples of these 
combined efforts. No one set of standards can be employed. 
Each student must be considered individually resulting in 
a vocational education program modified differently for 
each. 
The following section swnmarized conclusions on 
program need and implementation for learning disabled 
adolescents. 
Program Imolementation 
The philosophy of good program implement,atioIi should 
be to provide opport~nities for the total person to mature 
~nto adulthood, intellectually, psychologically, and 
socially. If the students reach their optimum levels of 
capacity in these areas, they will be able to cope with 
the demands of society. The student should be offered 
many options as a means to meeting goals: mainstreaming; 
exploring occupational experiences; manual arts training; 
college preparator-y course;~~; :r-eSOLlrse room help; community 
liork experience, etc. The pt-'ogram must incorporate 
flexibility, coope:cation, itlplementa-tion) and sharing for 
the best: int~erests of the child. The ultimate goal is to 
,',':1 
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guide these youngsters toward independence, occupational 
satisfaction, and a heal thy sense of liell being tha't 
means happiness. 
Cooperative Staff Planning 
Students should be evaluated first as having excep­
tiona! education needs. The students' strengths, weak­
nesses, emotional growth, and aptitudes should be studied 
and assessed. A student occupational interest inventory 
must be adminisuered. The student, parents, teachers, 
academic and vocational, guidance counselors and adminis­
trators jointly plan a set of program goals for the student. 
These goals should be realistic and flexibl'e, set up with­
in the framework of the student·s high school. This guidance 
and planning must be an ongoing process subject to altera·­
tion. 
Curriculum Considerations 
Basic Literacy Skills: The program should be 
supplemented l'lith basic literacy skills in reading, '\\'riting, 
speaking, ,thinking, and listening. t·lotivational mat~erials 
linked to occupational interests should be available. 
Practical materials should be ut:.ilized like phone books, 
newspapers, forms, and job applicat~ions. 
'-'.' 
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Personal Social Development: Students should be 
instructed in values clarification, resolving conflicts, 
decision making, understanding their Ol'vn behaviors, and 
that of others. Self-concept development must be fostered 
along with emotional growth and maturity. 
Exploratory Occupational Experiences: This in-
eludes field trips, resource speakers, aptitude tests, 
role-playing and other classroom experiences, and varied 
career oriented coursework. Depending upon the student's 
interests, hands-on experiences in shops, labs and in-
school '''ork experiences must be offered. 
Work Experience: Once the student has acquired 
some marketable skills, par·t-time job placements should 
be available on a trial basis if necessary. 
Follow-Up: Adequate follow-up must be practiced 
throughout the programming process and especially after 
t.he st,udent leaves school for full-time employmen·t. The 
student needs plenty of supportive help and reassurance to 
make sure he/she is "lell on his/her way to a produc·tive 
meaningful life. 
The analysis of the lit·c1'3ture presented aut,har 
comparisons and views regardin~ vo~ational education for 
the adolescent. 
Co' 
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Host of the authorities '\~ere in agreement that 
little information has been published concerning the 
secondary student and less with respect to vocational 
education. 
Existing vocational programs \",ere primarily 
designed for the "normal" student or the handicapped in 
general. 
Employability statistics and job competition were 
the most critical issues cited in support of vocational 
preparation for this population. Employment barriers 
were reported as an issue for special educators to be con­
cerned with. 
The programs that were reviewed, differed primarily 
in the degree of structure and organization and the 
physical setting needed to afford appropriate vocational 
preparation. 
In conclusion, the need to establish a plan for 
the vocational preparation of this population was con­
firmed. The solution is not a simple one. The place t.o 
begin is with the internal structure of the school. The 
goal of an effective program i~ to provide services and 
planning for the indivi'ducd_, howev'cr differ'ent~ thRt. pro­
grainming may be. 
A concluding sur.Juary of appropriate program goals 
for implementation was described. Included ware 
•..r 
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descriptions of tIle philosophy of a good program, coopera­
tive staff planning, curriculum considerations, including 
basic literacy skills, personal social development, 
exploratory' occupational experiences, work experiences and 
follow-up practices. 
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